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ABSTRACT
The emphasis in art on the creation of objects has to a great extent left dance
at the farthest distance from the center of general acceptance and
understanding. Innovations in dance have stemmed from duplication of forms
previously achieved in literature, music and the visual arts. This thesis sets
forth parameters for new forms of dance which are based on human
movement and its relationship to the forces of the physical world.
A dancer's body is contained in choreographic space as choreographic
space is contained in performance space and performance space in its larger
setting. Interaction can be achieved at each of these levels of containment,
which range infinitely from small to large. However, most current
choreography fails to envision any interaction except that of the body in
choreographic space. The challenge to choreographers is to expand our
vision in both directions, to delve inside the body and outside the theatre.
Thesis Supervisor: Otto Piene
Title: Professor of Visual Design
Director, Center for Advanced Visual Studies
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51. Introduction
This thesis describes two collaborative installation/
performances which I developed and presented with fellow graduate
student Shawn Brixey. My contribution to those works was the
choreography and production of dances which interacted with Brixey's art
apparatus. The thesis is intended as an explanation of the ideas behind
those works and the manner in which those ideas were presented in
human movement, as well as an examination of earlier work relevant to
those ideas.
The chapter entitled "Forerunners" is by no means an exhaustive
history of dance. It is not even an exhaustive history of that form of dance
which, for lack of a better term, is still called modern dance. Rather, it
discusses the work of four dancer-choreographers in whose direct line of
descent I place my work. Those choreographers were without a doubt
influenced by others in the dance field. Isadora Duncan worked
contemporaneously with the great ballet reformer Michel Fokine. Merce
Cunningham was in his early career a member of the Martha Graham
Company. Both Yvonne Rainer and Trisha Brown studied with Ann
Halprin in California.
6One choreographer whose work I have not discussed, and who may
seem at first glance to be a near relation, is Alwin Nikolais. I feel Nikolais'
work to be so deeply entrenched in the world of the theatre that it is of little
relevance to my own work. His use of technology seems to me to be
almost exclusively in the service of immediate visual impact, with little or
no regard for the ideas explored in this thesis. Further, Nikolais, by his
own admission,' is only marginally interested in movement invention, a
topic with which I am deeply engaged.
It should be noted that Yvonne Rainer, one of the four artists whose
work I do discuss in "Forerunners" left choreography for filmmaking in the
mid-1970's. She continues in filmmaking as she began in dance,
questioning the very essence of the form in which she works.
The "Overview" of my collaborations with Shawn Brixey, section 1I1,
should be read in conjunction with Section VI. It is intended as it stands to
provide an orientation to our recent work.
I have divided the compound meaning of "dance" into
three distinct activities: the physicality of dancing, the structuring process
of choreography, and the demands of performing. To this should be
added the real work behind choreography, I.e. the creation of legible
7imagery. This is a difficult topic, which I feel can be most readily
understood by providing specific examples. They can be found in section
VI. C. in a discussion of my own work.
Section V. B. discusses dance as it has been recorded on video and
film. I have attempted in this section to isolate several works which I feel
to have moved forward in developing a true collaboration between dance
and the two-dimensional moving image. Although I have specifically
identified each work as having originated as a film or a videotape, I have
omitted any broad discussion of the various techniques exclusive to each
medium, for two reasons: 1) recent developments in film/video technology
have led to increasing use of film as an original medium which is then
transferred to and edited in video, with a resulting blurring of former
distinctions between media; and 2) although I have begun to master a
rudimentary understanding of film and video techniques, I am a
choreographer first. Therefore, my discussion of recorded dance is
written from the perspective of how those media can expand the
vocabulary of dance rather than vice versa.
The quotes contained in the margins are placed in a direct spatial
relationship with relevant text. I intended this format to create a kind of
8"crosstalk" between my ideas and others', which might engender
wider-ranging contemplation than would a more traditional format. This is
not an original idea. It has appeared in works by James Joyce, among
others, although my immediate inspiration was the Moholy-Nagy book,
Vision in Motion.
Finally: I have made no attempt in this thesis to explain in detail the
technical intricacies of Shawn Brixey's art apparatus, but have
approached them here as I approach them in my choreography, as
integral participants in performances which aim toward a wider vision of
the place of humans in the phenomena of the physical world. For further
information regarding both the concepts behind and the design and
construction of those beautiful and intriguing works, the reader should
refer to Mr. Brixey's thesis, "Vista Genesis."
To my great surprise, I have found writing this thesis to be very
similar to making dances. I hope that I have succeeded in linking its
modules in a rhythm which encourages future work in dance and in
collaborations such as the one I have been privileged to enjoy.
9FOOTNOTES, Section I
I Alwin Nikolais, "No Man from Mars," in: The Modern Dance: Seven
Statements of Belief, Selma Jeanne Cohen, ed. (Middletown: Wesleyan
Univ. Press) 1965, pp. 63-76.
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II. Forerunners
Since they began their work some 80 years ago, American modern
dance choreographers have veered between a formalist and an
expressionist aesthetic. I see my work as neither formalist nor
expressionist, but as a constellation of artistic ideals which wed ancient
reasons for dancing with new reasons for dancing. This new form,
though, is based on the work of several American modern dance
choreographers, to whose work I will refer often in the following pages.
The choreographers who have most influenced my work, and whom I feel
to be the most important figures in this brief, but explosive history, are
Isadora Duncan, Merce Cunningham, Yvonne Rainer and Trisha Brown.
Isadora Duncan's adulation of classical Greek representations of the
human body is the central fact on which her dancing was based. From
her romantic view of the ancients, Duncan formulated a radical outcry
against the only established art dance of her time, ballet.
11
"Isadora Duncan at the Portal of
the Parthenon, Edward Steichen,
1921".
- Fredrika Blair, Isadora.
p. xviii.
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In a period when ballet dancers had reached to the very tips of their
toe shoes, when ballet virtuosity was deeply mired in perfecting new
physical feats which were entirely unrelated to the explicit themes of
performance, Isadora Duncan put on her sandals and danced on the
ground. Duncan was virtually untrained as a technical dancer, but she
was a phenomenon. While the ballerinas danced as sylphs, Isadora
Duncan danced as herself: a full grown and sexually mature woman
invested with deep and passionate emotion.
Isadora Duncan is the great grandmother of modern dance. Her
legacy is a legacy of trust in the expressive power of the moving human
form. Isadora Duncan gave permission to all of us who came after her to
dance in our world as we find it, to dance the elegance and dignity of
simple human movement, to divorce ourselves from the royalist heritage
of ballet and to find our own ways of dancing.
In the late 1940's and early 1950's, when Merce Cunningham
choreographed his seminal works, a modem dance establishment was
already well-entrenched. Martha Graham's early group dances had
begun to give way to her literary, mythological pieces. Graham and
others, Doris Humphrey, Charles Weidman, and Louis Horst, had begun
13
to codify systems of training and of choreography. Cunningham's
rebellion was based not so much on this newly emerging systematization,
but on the personal and vivid expressionism which those systems upheld.
Cunningham was interested then, as now, in movement. For
Cunningham, movement is the motivation for itself.
Merce Cunningham's work is most widely known for his experiments
with the structural concerns of choreography. While his commitment to the
egolessness of Eastern thought may have originally led him to use
chance procedures in structuring dances, I am convinced that
Cunningham continued to use those procedures because they created
new movement.
If Isadora Duncan is our great grandmother, Merce Cunningham is
our uncle. He gave to modern dance the crucial idea that unadorned,
directly performed movement can be very interesting to watch.
14
A4
Robert Kovich and Chris Komar
O-2 in Merce Cunningham's
Summerspace, choreographed in
1958. Photo by Jack Mitchell, c.
1978.
- Marcia B. Siegel,
The Shapes of Change.
p. 295.
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Yvonne Rainer's work can best be summarized by her manifesto of
1965.
No to spectacle no to virtuosity no to
transformations and magic and make-believe no
to glamour and transcendency of the star image
no to the heroic no to the anti-heroic no to trash
imagery no to involvement of performer or
spectator no to style no to camp no to seduction of
specatator by the wiles of the performer no to
eccentricity no to moving or being moved.
Yvonne Rainer,
"Some Retrospective
Notes...", p. 168
Rainer's commitment to new structural forms led her to explore
Cunningham's methods through the Judson Dance Workshop, but it led
her even further. In 1966 Rainer began working on "Trio A (The Mind is
Muscle, Part I)", which she subsequently taught to anyone, dancer or
nondancer, who wanted to learn it. In the early 1970's, Rainer disbanded
her own performing company and regrouped with other choreographers
in a collective known as the Grand Union. She was aiming toward group
"When I first began teaching
Trio A to anyone who wanted to
learn it - skilled, unskilled,
professional, fat, old, sick,
amateur - and gave tacit
permission to anyone who
wanted to teach it to teach it, I
envisioned myself as a
post-modem dance evangelist
bringing movement to the
masses, watching with Will
Rogers - like benignity the
slow, inevitable evisceration of
my elitist creation. Well, I
finally met a Trio A I didn't like.
It was fifth generation, and I
couldn't believe my eyes."
- Yvonne Rainer, Work
1961-1973. p. 77.
16
choreography, trying to destroy the relationship of power between
choreographer and performer, and at the same time pushing further and
further into inventing new movement.
17
Yvonne Rainer in her Parts of
Some Sextets. c. 1964.
- Walter Sorrell, The Dance
Has Many Faces, 2d ed. p.
244 (photo by Al Giese).
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Of all the choreographers of her generation, Yvonne Rainer was the
most consistently interested in finding and developing movement source
material. While some of her colleagues explored pedestrian material and
others made dances consisting entirely of talking, Yvonne Rainer made
movement that grew out of the human oddities she saw on the street, and
she performed that movement while talking about dancing, talking about
her life, talking about everything she knew as she danced about
everything she saw.
Trisha Brown, on the other hand, makes dances about things she
wishes she'd seen. Brown's work has consistently destroyed the
verticality of human locomotion. She has staked out new territory in
choreographic space with dances ranging from "Man Walking Down the
Side of the Building," which was literally that, to the 1983 "Set and Reset",
which begins with a dancer, supported by 4 vertical colleagues, walking
horizontally across the upstage wall of the theatre and around the side
curtains.
Brown's concern with expanding on human movement possibilities
has been balanced by her expansive awareness and use of
choreographic space. Early in her career, Trisha Brown was one of very
Excerpt from script, Ordinary
Darce. spoken by Yvonne Rainer
while dancing:
"Oak St. Scott St. over the
bathroomed tunnel. But I'm
really not telling you much
lately, am 1. Nevertheless it does
go forward...Oh yes, I forgot to
mention North Pinegrove. Also
88th Street. But I'll have to
demonstrate that."
- Work 1961-73. pp.
288-89.
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few choreographers who moved her dances outside the theatre. Her
"Group Primary Accumulation" was performed on park benches in New
York, and on rafts drifting around on a lake in Minnesota.
In her recent work in theatres, Brown has continued to explore the
limits of performance space by making dances which look as if the space
can't quite contain them. Trisha Brown has taught us to notice our
surroundings - she has stood for clarity of vision, for performing with all of
one's faculties tuned to their greatest sensitivity.
" ... what makes performing
rewarding is when all of the
person's person has arrived at
the same moment."
- Trisha Brown, The Drama
Review, Spring 1986, p. 170.
20
m "In the 1983 SetandReset
- [right] , Brown makes reference
to the 1970 Man Walking Down
the Side of a Building [left]
(Photos by John Waite and Carol
-- - 4Godden)"
- - The Drama Review.
2 Spring. 1986, p. I50.
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Isadora Duncan taught us how to dance. Merce Cunningham taught
us how to make dances. Yvonne Rainer taught us to make dances from
nothing. And Trisha Brown taught us to open our eyes while we're
dancing. With this heritage, with great affection and admiration for my
predecessors, I propose that we move on.
YES to integrating the environment inside the body with the
environment in which the body is embedded. YES to creating an alliance
between dance and the forces of the physical world. YES to opening the
doors of performance to events on microscopic and macroscopic scales.
YES to cooperating with science and technology to integrate those events
into the creation and expression of art, performance, choreography and
dance.-
22
Ill. Overview of Photon Voice and Aqua Echo
Shawn Brixey and I have worked together in developing two
installation/performances, Photon Voice and Aqua Echo. These
performances are my answer to the question, "What are the reasons for
dancing in the late 20th century?"
Photon Voice was presented in Lone Pine, California in June, 1986,
as part of a project sponsored by the Center for Advanced Visual Studies.
That project, Desert Sun/Desert Moon, consisted of a week-long series of
environmental art installations and events. The project site was in the
Alabama Hills, a rocky range which faces down into the Owens Valley
and backs up against Mount Whitney, the highest peak in the lower 48
states. The area was once farmed by Paiute Indians. Later it was used as
grazing land for cattle and as the background for dozens of western
movies. Now a semi-desert, the site is a federally controlled recreation
area.
Photon Voice was conceived as a collaborative
installation/performance by David Atherton, Shawn Brixey and myself.
Our work toward the piece was guided by Professor Otto Piene during
weekly class meetings. David Atherton's contribution to Photon Voice
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was an audiotape which was transmitted on sunlight via Shawn Brixey's
art apparatus. Shawn Brixey designed and built the apparatus which, in
addition to transmitting sound on light, focused sunlight to visibly levitate
microscopic graphite particles contained in a flask. I contributed
choreographic movement which interacted with the apparatus and
introduced content which commented on the place of humans in that
landscape.
In Photon Voice we emphasized two related ideas: that human
movement, indeed human existence, is as intimately bound to the motion
of the planet and the stars as it is to motion on a microscopic scale; and
that human senses leave us with paltry information about the world we
live in. These issues were addressed in my choreography by
emphasizing the man-made aridity of the performance space and in
Shawn Brixey's apparatus by the mind-expanding notion that light carries
much more information than we are able to perceive.
One result of our combined effort was the creation of performance
on a microscopic scale: movement of the graphic particles reflected not
only my movement, but the movement of the earth with respect to the sun,
and of the sun with respect to the galaxy, on and on, connecting our
"The universe is a boundless
stage and elusive map of human
knowledge. It is here I find the
inspiration and impetus for my
work. Einstein once said, 'He to
whom this emotion is a stranger,
who can no longer stand rapt in
awe, is as good as dead: his eyes
are closed." My artistic vision
is an attempt to reckon the
awesome poetic potential
harnessed in scientific inquiry
with that of the infinite unknown
qualities of artistic expression,
a quest not for the interpretation
of imagination, but for the
phenomena
themselves. ....(cont'd)
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presence on that dry hillside in California with distant events in the
macrocosm.
Aqua Echo was both a companion to Photon Voice and an
extension of the ideas initially stated in that work. My choreography for
Aqua Echo was generated by the idea that human movement illustrates
our entire evolutionary history. For me, Aqua Echo is a dream of a distant
past of human movement, combined with a dream for our future. Shawn
Bnxey's work for the project has focused on the idea that the presence of
humans is influential in the life of the universe, that our actions have
effects which are unknown to us. Water provided a common medium of
expression. It provided me with an earthbound analog to weightlessness
and it provided Shawn with demonstrable and beautiful phenomena
caused by human/environmental interaction.
As in Photon Voice, one result of Aqua Echo occurred on a
microscopic scale. Immediately prior to the performance, supercooled
ultrapure water was introduced into the performance space as part of an
apparatus which housed a microscope and a simple cooling system. The
humans who entered the space - dancers and spectators - provided
nucleating material which allowed the supercooled water to begin to form
The prerequisite of phenomena
is interaction with the
environmental conditions of
reality; the technical precision
of science is needed to achieve,
sustain and extend our artistic
vision. Yet experimental science
spends most of its energy trying
to shield itself from external
influences, from any human
interaction. This compels me
even more to explore and share
the elusive dreams that have
propelled our world from the
past to the present.
Experiencing these enigmatic
relationships is far more than a
demonstration. It nurtures a
great need, yearnings evoked
deep inside at the smythe of our
souls."
- Shawn Brixey
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ice crystals. The pattern of crystallization developed in each performance
was the direct result of the presence and the actions of those people at
that time. The ice recording of each performance was then allowed to
evaporate into the atmosphere, thus entering the realm of the macrocosm
and completing the pathway which we began to build in Photon Voice.
To me, these two works have begun to point toward a new direction
for choreography. To me, this new performance mode indicates new
possibilities: dance performances in which the dancing is one focus of
several related events - the levitation of particles in a flask, the growth of
crystalline structures - which make apparent the connections between
humanity and the forces of our physical world. Our goal in these works is
to provide our audiences with insight into the intimacy of our connections
with worlds previously perceived only by small subsets of the scientific
community. The ultimate result of our work together is the simultaneous
presentation of human and non-human events which communicate that
insight in the language of art.
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B. THE BODY IN THE DANCE: The Paradox of Dancing
The activity which we commonly refer to as dance performance is in
reality three separate activities: dancing, choreography, and performance.
Dancing is movement which combines the greatest possible physical
release with the greatest possible sensory awareness. Choreography is
the organization of movement over time, and performance happens when
choreography is danced.
Bodily movement may well be "the very stuff of life"I yet for most
citizens of late 20th century post-industrial culture, dancing is far removed
from the mainstream of consciousness. In our age, physicality is restricted
in most adults' lives to activities which, unless they're undertaken with the
specific goal of physical fitness, rarely make anyone sweat. The
sedentary nature of our adult lives may seem to reflect an innate
sluggishness. But if our early lives predict our later ones, nothing could be
farther from the truth.
Humans move their bodies as a whole long before birth, as early as
the seventh week after conception. By the twelfth week, we can kick and
by the fifth month we're turning somersaults in the womb. Also by the fifth
27
month, we've developed a characteristic sleeping position which persists
after birth.2 Our early lives are cycles of vigorous physical activity and
quiescence; our adult lives reflect cycles of mental rather than physical
activity.
The appearance of dance in virtually all pre-industrial societies
points toward the powerful human need to express the unity of the mind
and the body. In ritual dance, the body moves in order to achieve goals
established by communal, cognitive agreement. The history of dance as
an art form can be expressed as the history of the integration,
disintegration and re-integration of the life of the mind and the life of the
body. The greatest portion of theatrical dancing has either emphasized
physical virtuosity at the expense of clear thinking, or has failed to create
a physical expression of the ideas on which it was based.
There have been exceptions outside this blanket criticism, some of
which were noted above in "Forerunners." Those dancers and
choreographers exemplify the best that dancing has produced so far. I
propose that we go a bit further. The goal of my work Is the continued
re-integration of mind and body and, through that re-integration, a further
integration with the forces of the natural world.
"We are the first generation to
be able to have a clear picture of
the course of our development
from a single cell to an
individual, active and responsive
to our environment long before
birth. We are also the first to
know the full history of our
earliest hours and days. The
ripened human egg cell coming
from the ovary was first seen in
1930. The union of the human
parent cells, sperm and egg, was
not observed until 14 years
later...the events of an initial six
days of life became known in the
1950's. In the present years we
are finally beginning to decipher
the intricate cell structures that
shape our heredity."
- Geraldine Lux Flanagan,
The First Nine Months of Life.
p. 9.
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The essential paradox of dancing is that it is about learning to
control the body in order to release it. The daily work of a dancer is the
establishment of conscious contact with muscles and through that contact
the development of the ability to contract and relax muscles on demand.
This form of learning - muscle learning - is the lifetime preoccupation of
dancers and the basis of the deeply rooted optimism which dancing
embodies. This is the theme of human movement: however limited our
physical abilities may be, the limits can be altered. That's what dancers
do.
Muscle learning has not yet been explained by neuroscience. Its
development encompasses a complex array of behaviors.
- Reach forward with your right arm, palm facing the
floor.
- If your right shoulder is now further forward than your
left, drawn it back and put it on top of your torso.
- Relax the muscles in the top of your shoulder.
- Relax the muscles of your chest at their junction with
the raised arm.
"The opening of vistas for the
body must of necessity expand
the possibilities for the mind..."
- Nadel, The Dance
Experience. p. 16.
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- If your arm is veering off to the right, correct its
trajectory toward center.
- Keep your arm parallel to the floor.
- If your head is tilted to either side, straighten it.
- Relax the muscles on the underside of your arm and
look at the two muscle hillocks you've formed, one below
the elbow and one below the shoulder.
- Lower your arm to the side and relax the muscles you
looked at.
The accomplishment of this gesture, so ludicrously simple in dance
terms, has brought into play several modes of thought: sensorimotor cues
with regard to placement and effort, tactile sensitivity if you resorted to
touching a muscle in order to relax it, visual cues, and descriptive
language. These sensory and linguistic modalities are the dancers tools.
If our bodies are our instruments, our minds are their players.
The revolution in biology in the last ISO years has been the
realization that biological processes are far more numerous than
expected, that the explanation of the most minute physical act is
enormously complex, and that the complexity results not so much from the
30
individual processes themselves, but from their interplay over time.
Descriptive neuroscience has attempted, with some success, to define
behavior in terms of isolated physical events. Simple learning processes,
such as habituation to repeated stimuli, have been reduced in simple
organisms to definable alterations in definable physical systems.3
In unpublished research presented by Dr. Charles Stevens at MIT
this year, the lecturer ended his talk by speculating on "science fiction."
Until recently the neuroscience community had accepted the principle
that, after a critical early age, the human brain stops adding synapses.
Stevens' "science fiction" was this: he showed side-by-side a "before"
and "after" view of a single neuron grown in tissue culture. The "after"
view was taken following what Stevens called "long term potentiation", a
process by which the efficiency of neurons in transmitting information is
increased. With respect to the traditional view of synapse formation, the
"after" photomicrograph was astonishing: the architecture of the cell had
changed, and the changes seemed to indicate that the cell was preparing
itself for additional synaptic contact.
Stevens' work supports the view that learning is expressed at the
most fundamental level of our physical reality, that thought is physical
"...the ability of an organism to
move itself about and perform
actions in its environment,
under control of a nervous
system, is one of the crucial
features that distinguishes
animals from plants. In the
evolution of animal life, it seems
safe to say that different motor
abilities have been among the
chief agents for the diversity of
adaptations that characterize
different species."
- Shepherd, Neurobioloa
p. 333.
"[Synapses are ] sites for rapid
transmission of signals between
nerve cells."
- Shepherd, Neurobiologv.
p. 10.
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change. This speculation confirms my own subjective experience of
muscle learning. Behind every gain in control over a muscle lie numerous
attempts to gain that control. Dancing is learning. Dancing is change.
Dancing is knowing that the world is magnificently in motion.
Lincoln Kirstein, one of the motivating forces behind the New York
City Ballet, maintains that ballet is superior to all other forms of dance
because it requires the greatest technical virtuosity. Kirstein's claim
implies that the balletic approach to movement satisfies all criteria for
dance. But physical virtuosity can take many forms.
The strength of modern dance has always been its insistence that
every choreographer develop his or her own movement. That demand is
broadened by a further insistence that whatever personal movement is
developed must be movement that has never before been done. While
the ballet academy upholds its 400 year old tradition of movement, the
modern dance world renews its own traditions of rebellion and expansion.
Our goal is the continued re-definition of what a person can and cannot
do.
Throughout the long history of art making, artists have been drawn
to the human form. Their work has both reflected and sustained the
4-
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cultural value attached to human stillness. It is the monumentality of
Michelangelo's David that we admire, the lumpish beauty of the Venus of
Willendorf that captures us. They stand in distinct contrast with the
clumsiness that often characterizes humanmovement. And they are
reassuringly immortal.
With our limited perceptual powers, we see a table as a solid mass
rather than as an alliance of movement. Likewise, we perceive our
bodies as objects rather than as the mesh of experiences which we
"know" them to be. Our acceptance of the human form as object has led
us to absurd ends in our attempts to preserve it. Exercise dance exists
within this realm. In contrast, the goal of dance as art is not the
achievement of the perfect body object but the achievement of movement
which, through its imagery, disseminates to the viewer the energy
gathered by the dancer.
33
Footnotes, IV. B.
1 John Martin, Introduction to Dance, (NY: W.W. Norton), 1939, p. 31.
2 Flanagan, The First Nine Months of Life (NY: Simon
andSchuster) 1962, pp. 44-80.
3 Eric Kandel, Cellular Insights into Behavior and Learning (Bethesda:
Society for Neuroscience) 1978.
4 Whittaker College Distinguished Lectures in Brain Science, February
9,1987.
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V. A. I. CHOREOGRAPHIC STRUCTURE: ORDER AND
SURPRISE IN SPACE AND TIME
Choreography is to dancing as the skeleton is to the skin. The word
denotes not the graphic representation of a dance, but its space/time
structure. Many, perhaps most, dances are made using little or no
notation. They evaporate.
In the animal world, "a given species represents only one solution to
the problems of differentation and integration"I of function. Ukewise, the
decisions which formulate the structure of a given dance represent only
one of many possible solutions to the ordering process.
Until Merce Cunningham's work in the early 1950's, dance structure
was based on literary structure or on the structure of its musical
accompaniment. Thereafter, in the early 1960's, a body of work was
developed by the Judson Dance Theatre which, although it was not linked
to musical structure in performance, was based on ideas developed by
composers. The Judson workshops from which that work developed were
taught by Robert Dunn, a student of John Cage.
"all of these systems based as
they are on symbols which are
translated by the dancer, are out
of whack...this is not the way a
dancer acts...why not a notation
for dance that is immediately
visual? "
- Cunningham, Changes.
page unnumbered.
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From Cage's work a new generation of choreographers learned
aleatory procedures for structuring dances. In this approach they followed
in a tradition begun early in the twentieth century by the Dada artists. The
Judson work of twenty-five years ago has been enormously influential in
the dance world. The Judson dancers stood for the acceptability of any
movement in dance performance, but more importantly, they emphasized
the development of choreographic structures which were divorced from
movement content. I propose a new structural form for dance, which is
intimately related to movement content and to the tradition of rhythmic
dancing.
Whereas Cuningham's chance procedures applied equally to
spatial and temporal location of movement, recent work by Trisha Brown
and others has concentrated exclusively on the spatial dimensions of
choreography.
"What is needed is a genuinely
new Western high art dance with
movements natural to the
personality of someone living
here and now, organized in a
clear (i.e. universal) rhythmic
structure, and satisfying the
basic desire for regular
rhythmic movement that has
been and will continue to be the
underlying basic impetus for all
dance."
- Reich, Writings about
Music, p. 43.
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Excerpt from score, Melody
Excerpt. Lucinda Childs, 1977.
- Sally Banes, Terpsichore
in Sneakers, p. 142.
These diagrams show Childs'
predilection for choreographing
movement as if it is to be seen
from above. In this, her work is
related to the presentation
design of pre-ballet spectacles.
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Dance communicates to viewers the possibility of realizing spatial
fantasy:
Everyone is quiet and apparently asleep until Carlo falls
from the ledge. His fall is broken by a raft that floats up to meet
him. He dangles his hand in clear water and a breeze carries
the raft around the room and out the door. Our necks are tired
from looking up and we're relieved when the people on the
floor begin to hover, and then slowly to move, propelled by the
same breeze that just removed Carlo from us, and sent him out
the door to carry his calm with him.
The hovering ones are coalescing in the center of the floor,
where a vortex has formed. They go down the drain and
the last we see of them for now is a hand sliding through the
grate. Carlo, though, has floated up, beyond the windows of the
studio, and he's zigzagging across the sky still half asleep and
if not half asleep, wide awake with his daydreams.
From the other side of the wall separating us from the room
next door, the women emerge dripping wet and moving closer
and closer. They lift their arms and slowly exhale while they
bring them down and the force of their breath lifts them off the
floor and above our heads, halfway through the ceiling. We're
looking at their feet as they flutterkick back and forth, changing
places and laughing on the other side of the roof.
The water parts to either side of the room and tiny waves
come in and out under the baseboards. It's very quiet.
Everyone lines up around the walls and the surf washes big
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holes around their feet. They can see for miles and the sea is so
inviting. They fall forward and float, drifting further and further
away and sometimes looking back at us and waving.
- early notes on
choreography
for Aqua Echo
The enormous complexity of the human body, and the inherent
difficulty of reading non-verbal communication imply that choreographic
images can contain almost limitless layers of meaning. In its capacity to
induce imaginative and associative thought in the mind of the viewer,
dance can be dense with allusion. The frequency of allusive imagery in
any dance indicates its appropriate length.
In 1581, the Queen of France presented a performance celebrating
her sister's marriage. "Ballet-Comique de la Royne Louise" began at 10
pm and ended at 3 am. Given the pace of visual life in late twentieth
century post-industrial culture, five-hour extravaganzas such as the
"Ballet Comique" are woefully out of place. If dance is to remain a
communicative art, choreographers must address their audiences at a
pace which engages then holds their attention. I propose a performance
"All dances are too long.'
- Doris Humphrey,
An Artist First. p. 258.
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duration, and a density of referents, which reckons with the American
viewer's habitual TV channel changing. In a fifteen minute performance,
every millisecond counts.
The playful exploitation of the performance environment has been a
continuing thread in modern dance choreography since the early 1960's.
Using the space, though, is in a way a substitute for being in it; it is an
intermediate step on the way to completely and forever leaving the
proscenium behind. In its spatial structures, the future of dance will rely on
a reconnection with our inheritance from ritual dance. This will be
accomplished when dancing moves outside again, when human
movement underlines relationships between the manmade environment
and the natural world.
"It is as if the buildings of the
pueblo had finally come to have
meaning only as they functioned
as space definers for ritual
action and collaborated with the
sacred landscape to that end."
- Scully, Pueblo: Mountain,
Village Dance, p. 106.
First position of the arms.
Second position of the arms.
Fourth position of the arms.
Third position of the arms.
Fifth position of the arms.
Positions des bras: French
School.
Gail Grant, Technical Manual
and Dictionary of Classical
Ballet, p. 120.
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Bras au repos.
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By the early 19th century, the classical positions of ballet had been
codified. Two hundred years earlier, the proscenium stage had become
the accepted venue for dance performance. This combination of rigid
parameters for movement and the illusion of distance provided by the
proscenium arch reflected the royalist heritage of ballet, but it also
reflected the scientific world-view of its time. The choreographic forms of
early ballet stand for order and stability: to the elite of the sixteenth
century, the universe was not only knowable, but known, stable,
permanent.
Recent choreographic structures are no less tied to their own time
than were the early ballets. The emphasis in our age on the scientific
method has led us to take several steps backward from earlier certainties.
The universe may well be knowable, but it is abundantly clear that we do
not know it yet. Uncertainty in science is reflected in choreography.
Where dance once stood for the status quo, it now stands for change.
Where dance once stood for the permanence of the universe, it now
stands for its continuing expansion in space and time.
"Torrelli [in 1645] immediately
established the proscenium arch
as a frame for spectacle,
eliminating forever dancing
areas on auditorium floors."
- Kirstein,.Movemf~ent andI
Metaphor. p. 70.
"In the twentieth century,
fragmentation of the cors de
ballet becomes unlimited. We
now imagine pattern as mosaic
in depth rather than as high
relief or linear geometry. Iron
pilings pulled toward an
invisible magnet, ice fronds on a
windowpane, particles in an
atomic chamber propose
themselves as underlying
structure, since our informed
vision (and hearing) has been
extended by radical metrics -
telescope, microscope, and
electronics - past all visual
imaginings and hearings of our
ancestors."
- Kirstein, Movement and
Metaphor. p. 16.
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Footnotes, V. A. I
I Gordon M. Shepherd, Neurobiology (N.Y.: Oxford: Oxford
Univ. Press) 1983, p. 13.
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V. A. 2. PERFORMING DANCE: CAPTURING THE MOMENT
AND LETTING IT GO
The ability to perform dances is distinct from the ability to dance and
from the ability to make dances. While dancing requires the stubbornness
of muscle learning, and choreography requires imaginative vision,
performing dance calls for sensory hyperawareness.
One of the byproducts of Merce Cunningham's chance procedures
was that his dancers looked extremely alert. Because his dances have
almost always existed independently of the music accompanying them,
the timing of movement phrases was based on visual cues. For a
Cunningham dancer, seeing is as important as dancing.
Dance performance is a multiply visual activity. Following its fleeting,
real-time existence, a dance exists as a set of visual memories held in the
minds of the people who saw it, in the choreographer's mind and in the
minds of the dancers. This is not generally the stuff of which art is made.
Yet it is this very ephemerality that charges dance with life. To our
audiences, the message of dance performance seems clearly to be, "Look
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quickly and remember this, because it will be gone before you really see
it." The visible impact of dance is its slipperiness.
No other art form is as deeply tied to the moving image as is dance
performance. The constant shift in relationships between people, objects
and the performance space require the dancers utmost attention. The
levels of visual awareness necessary to a dancers performance include
remaining true to the imagined, conceptual vision of the work, keeping
track of one's own position in space relative to the space itself and the
other performers, and simply looking at one's surroundings including the
audience and the "palpable emptiness"I of the performance space.
With the development of the proscenium stage and the
relinquishment of the overhead view of dance, it became increasingly
important for performers to use their active vision while dancing. For the
first time, audiences could see the dancers' faces. Until audience seating
was removed from the stage in the middle of the eighteenth century, there
was close visual communication between danper and audience.
With the development of more powerful theatrical lighting and the
emergence of the professional dance performer, the audience was moved
outside the frame of the proscenium and into the blackness beyond the
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stage. The audience then looked into the brightly-lit jewel box of the stage
and the dancer looked out into the void. In the dramatic modern dance of
the 1940's and 1950's, this led to a glazed look on the faces of the
performers. This performance attitude formed the impetus for many of the
Judson participants in their improvisational and aleatory explorations.
For a dancer, it is crucial to look alive.
Active hearing is no less important in dance performance than is
active seeing. The days of "Mickey Mousing" to prerecorded music may
well be gone, but the sonic equivalents of visual rhythms will never
disappear from live dance performance. An interest in dancer-generated
sound has run cyclically through the last twenty-five years of modern
dance history.
In a small performance space, dancer-generated sound is
inevitable, and it may be used to great effect. Talking identifies dancers as
human beings, audible breathing makes the rhythm of motion more
apparent. These sounds imply that dance performance is connected to
the larger world of sonic experience. The recent development by Shawn
Brixey of a laser interferometer for the Aqua Echo performances makes
that connection explicit.
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The problems with performing dance to pre-existing music are
manifold and profound: the ethical problem of thwarting the composers
original intent for the music, the allusions which familiar sound stirs in an
audience and, most importantly, the necessity of either using the musical
structure to structure the dance or of ignoring the music entirely.
Pre-existing music cannot contribute to the dancers' hyperalertness.
These problems are not avoidable by commissioning musical
scores to accompany dances. The need to define a working procedure
leads choreographer and composer into the same blind alleys. Either the
dance will come first or the music will come first or they will come in
pieces one after the other. With this method, there is no real chance of
simultaneous, independent composition.
The well-known Cunningham/Cage work, in which previously
unrelated choreography and sound were first brought together in
performance, made an important forward leap over these difficulties.
However, reliance on coincidence of sound and image, while it certainly
achieves the desired result of alertness on the part of the performers, can
also dissipate the momentum of a performance. I propose a new
relationship between sound and dance, which contributes to the dancers'
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alertness by informing them that their actions contribute to the larger sonic
environment.
In our daily lives, dancers are perhaps somewhat more aware of the
relationships between our physical beings and the physical world. Every
great dancer has achieved a level of mind/body integration which is
substantially greater than that of the general population. This is not
enough to make a great performer. Dance performance is founded on our
ability to reach outside our own physicality, to make contact with our
surroundings and through that contact to inform ourselves and our
audiences that we are alive.
Footnotes, V. A. 2.
I Robert Morris, quoted by Lucy Lippard in Overlay:
Contemporary Art and the Art of Prehistory (NY: Pantheon
Books) 1983, p. 139. Morris' comment refers to the
obsession of Andean culture with expansive space, as in
the "Nazca Lines" of Peru. This appreciation of "palpable
emptiness" seems to me to be a crucial form of awarenes
for choreographers and for dancers.
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"Yvonne Rainer, Trio A (The
Mind is a Muscle. Part I), film,
1978. Cinematographer; Robert
Alexander."
- Sally Banes, Terpsichore
in Sneakers, pp. 40-41.
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V. B For the Record: Dance on Tape and on Film
Since its development in the seventeenth century, until the second
half of the twentieth century, the proscenium stage was literally the
framework for dance. It was in part the desire to make more immediate
contact with audiences that led modern dancers to reject the proscenium
as the only legitimate performance venue. Experiments led to outdoor
events, loft performances, and studio works.
With the removal of the frame for live performance, the structure of
choreography changed. Ballet, which is almost always performed on
proscenium stages, is based on brief bursts of dancing and quick exits to
the wings. In non-proscenium spaces, choreographers often found
themselves in situations where there were no wings, where there was
only one exit, or where there was no backstage crossing. This led to a
new choreographic form, which had much in common with the forms of
pre-ballet spectacle and with the ritual and social dance forms which
preceded it. The solution to these exit problems seemed to be: put all the
dancers out there and don't let them leave until it's over.
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In the past twenty years, choreographers have increasingly
collaborated with film and video artists in developing a new form which
combines human movement with the mystery of motion made possible by
film/video editing and effects. Just as the relinquishment of the
proscenium arch changed the form of choreography, this new form
requires an expansion of choreographic vision.
The documentation of dance on film and videotape has been an
important first step in developing an adequate notation system for
choreography. But it is through collaborations between choreographers
and film and video artists that the vocabulary of both media are expanded.
Live performance is irreplaceable. The world of recorded dance is
not a substitute for live performance, but rather an adjunct to it. A two
dimensional record of dancing can never stand for its three dimensional
counterpart. But it can stand for itself: a form of moving imagery which
combines the capabilities of film/video with movement choreographed
with those capabilities in mind.
Recorded dance performance is entirely different from live dance
performance: the performers are not present, the perceived size of the
performer's bodies changes because of their relationship to the camera,
Merce Cunningham:
"'Several years ago, I had a
feeling that, good or bad, there
was going to be more dancing on
television, and that I had better
find out about it.' He's found out
a lot. That, for instance, time on
television can seem longer than
stage time, longer than clock
time...that side-to-side motion
doesn't always register. That,
because the camera's eye has no
muscle, the intensity of a
movement tends to dissipate
before it reaches the viewer so
that what's gentle becomes bland.
This last point, he thinks,may be
part of the reason for all the
violence on TV: it registers."
- Deborah Jowitt, The Dance
inMind.p. 29.
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editing makes transitions between modules of movement and
performance locations unnecessary, the speed of movement can be
varied widely, camera angles can make humans appear to move in
gravity-free environments, and special effects can distort the human body
and its motion, as well as place a dancer "in" an environment other than
the one in which the dancing actually took place.
Thus, although videodance or dance on film puts dancing back into
a frame, its ability to alter time/space coordinates offers new opportunities
for expanding the visual experience of dancing, and new opportunities for
presenting an expansive vision of dance to larger and more remote
audiences.
The Body and Its Movement in the Frame
Live performance presented in either proscenium or studio settings
is limited by the physical dimensions of the space. In live performances
relationships of depth between two dancers can only extend from extreme
downstage to extreme upstage. Theatres are not equipped with zooming
seats and even when audiences are encouraged to view a dance from
several different places, or to move around during the performance, they
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are more likely to experience their own movement than to concentrate on
shifts in visual perspective.
In viewing recorded dance, the audience usually remains seated in
one location while shifts in perspective invade the screen. Like a ride on a
roller coaster, drastic alterations in the visual world accompany passive or
at best isometric receptivity. This figurative and sometimes literal
turning-upside-down distinguishes recorded dance from live
performance.
In the second section of her videodance Intersection, Ruth
Emerson's dancers perform a pattern of unison movement that travels in
single file around the sides of a rectangle. With a still camera positioned
in the center of the downstage side of the rectangle, the viewer is shown
both the depth of the space and the variability in body size which the
camera emphasizes. Dancers in the foreground are seen only in parts: a
head undulates or a torso passes by. In the background and on the sides
of the frame, we see the same movement performed by whole, but much
smaller bodies.
Emerson's simple set-up reflects a radical attitude toward
videospace, which is common to the best dance video work. Whereas
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conventional television seeks to establish a world within the box, dance
video plays'at the edges of the box, affirming the idea that the materials of
dancing exist in the world of real experience.
In Hilary Harris' 9 Variations on a Dance Theme, the combination of
beautifully simple movement performed by Bettie de Jonge with Harris'
roving camera provides a rich compendium of the possibilities of
camera/dance relationships. That this work was originally recorded on
black and white film, rather than on videotape, adds substantial depth to
its imagery.
In 9 Variations, de Jonge performs a brief movement phrase which
Harris views in many more than nine ways. In the first variation, the
camera circles the dancer. Later variations cut quickly between close-up
shots of moving body parts and full-length shots of de Jonge. Harris
concentrates in one variation on hands and feet, in another on the motion
of de Jonge's hair in response to the choreography. Finally, Harris
disintegrates the structure of the choreography by repeating its motions
and shuffling its order.
This work, in its detailed concentration on the body inside the frame,
would be claustrophobic were it not for Harris' camera movement. The
"movement is the guts of film"
- Hilary Harris, The Film
Generation: On Dance
(videotape)
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camera dives, tilts, spins from the floor to eye level, informing us again
and again that the single view of movement afforded by live performance
is drastically limited.
Norman McLaren's Pas de Deux takes conventional ballet
movement and shows the elegance of its trajectory. By multiply
over-printing film images of the same movement staggered by a few
frames, McLaren created an equivalent of strobe photography in motion.
Because the multiple images catch up to each other in moments of
stillness, McLaren also commented on the pose-move-pose strucure of
ballet choreography.
Ed Emshwiller's Totem uses Alwin Nikolais' choreography of the
same name as raw material for abstract design. In the meantime,
Emshwiller accomplishes an interesting study of human motion: in the
final section of the film he crosses moving bodies in the horizontal and
vertical axes, creating kaleidoscopic overlays of movement. Emshwiller
thus refers, perhaps inadvertently, to one important function of recorded
dance: the creation of mysterious human motion.
James Byrne's videotape of Trisha Brown's Set and Reset
begins to explore that mystery. Movement which was surprising on stage
"When it comes to making really
filmic dance, I think you have to
take great liberties."
- Norman McLaren,
The Film Generation: On Dance
(videotape)
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becomes wholly unpredictable on camera. Dancers appear and
disappear on the edges of the frame, sometimes flying through the air.
Byrne's method in making this piece differs radically from most video
artists' methods. Set and Reset is one twenty-minute shot. There are no
edits. Byrne achieves the admirable goal of maintaining the integrity of
live performance while varying the framing. His work adds to the
unpredictability of the choreography, a result which could not have been
achieved without the intensive rehearsal period shared by dancers and
video artist in producing this work.
Recorded Space and Recorded Time In Choreography
Recorded space differs from live performance space in three
respects: because of editing, location is changeable; because of camera
movement, dimensions are alterable; because the audience doesn't have
to be present, dances can be made for spaces other than those which are
amenable to the presence of large groups of people. Recorded time is
elastic; it can be stretched and contracted both by editing and by
changing recording and/or playback speeds.
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Recorded dance dilates space and time by concentrating on the
fundamental properties of film and video. The most significant work in
recorded dance focuses on the location and speed of movement and its
relation to the frame. Thus, recorded dance is related to the live
performances Photon Voice and Aqua Echo in its use of the raw materials
of the medium to suggest multiple, overlapping worlds of spatial and
temporal experience.
In 1968, Shirley Clarke created Dance in the Sun. This film work
combined two performances of the same dance, one on a stage and one
on a beach. Clarke intercut the two performances at the height of each of
the many jumps in the dance. If the dancer took off on the stage, he
landed on the beach, and vice versa. Twenty years later, the Dance in the
Syn editing technique seems contrived, especially after the excesses of
Alwin Nikolais'The Rela and the keying techniques used by Charles
Atlas and Merce Cunningham in Blue Studio. In its time, though, Dance
in the Sun was an important work: it expressed the possibility of moving
dance outside and at the same time used dance as the material for
investigating one of the fundamental properties of film: the ability to "jump"
from one location to another.
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Because dance movement is so readily abstracted, there is a strong
tendency in recorded dance to shatter the sense of human movement.
The result, though it may be satisfying in its novelty, seems rarely to stand
the test of time.
In his Dance on a Bed. Remy Charlip uses the simplest possible
approach to human movement interacting with a camera. A supine
dancer stretches and relaxes, making with her body one revolution
around a bed. A still camera shoots the movement from overhead. Charlip
brings the dance audience into contact with movement they would have
otherwise never seen. He puts dancing in an unlikely setting, then lets it
speak for itself.
In their Fractions i. Charles Atlas and Merce Cunningham use a
set-up that is, for them, quite simple. Cunningham's company dances in
his studio, with the camera initially aimed into a corner. Multiple edits
follow, but the transitions are smooth and the work almost looks like a
documentation tape. Gradually, two then four video monitors appear on
the screen and we begin to see multiple live views of the dance layered
in space.
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This technique emphasizes the episodic nature of Cunningham's
choreography. Distinct choreographic events which occur throughout the
performing space are coalesced into five separate views which can be
seen from one vantage point. As in Ruth Emerson's Intersection, the work
also reiterates the camera's ability to alter space by simply altering the
perceived size of human bodies in foreground/background relationships.
Finally, Trisha Brown's Water Motor for Dancer and Camera
demonstrates the time dilation made possible by film/video techniques.
The dance is first presented in two slow motion superimpositions, then
from one view at real time speed, with powerful results: movement that
seemed to take forever to accomplish in slow motion slid quickly out of
sight at regular speed.
The Place of Recording In Dance
Recorded dance is in its infancy. These works, many of which were
produced by prominent choreographers working with large production
companies, are, with few exceptions, etudes. They show us possibilities
for future work, but rarely transcend the demonstration of technique.
However, in their willingness to cooperate with the camera, these
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choreographers and many others have indicated a path for today's
dancers. They have confronted the controversy in the dance world in
which one side complains that they can't see the dance for the recording
technique and the other that the film or tape is limited by the dance.
I have made human movement the basis of my own video work. By
this I mean both the explicit movement of the dancers in and around the
edges of the frame and the implicit movement of the person holding the
camera. I have tried to exploit the potential of the camera for making
human movement mysterious by showing the results of the initiation of
movement rather than the initiation of movement itself. I believe this
approach to framing to be the most underused aspect of dancer/camera
interaction.
Yes to taking the camera and the dancing outside yes to camera
movement that calls attention to itself yes to choreographic editing yes to
dancers learning about video and video artists learning about dance yes
to the unlimited verticality of videospace and yes to dancing off the edges
of space.
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VI. DANCING IN THE EXTRANEOUS PHYSICAL WORLD:
PHOTON VOICE AND AQUA ECHO
VI. A. Actual Space to Virtual Space: The Horizon Moves
Further Away
Both Photon Voice and Aqua Echo were performed in small spaces.
The delineated performing space in Photon Voice was approximately 9' x
12', with additional space for entrances and exits. That space was
surrounded by the open expanse of the central California desert. Aqua
Echo was performed in a studio at the Center for Advanced Visual
Studies. In Photon Voice. the effective dimensions for dancing were
limited by the art apparatus, in Aqua Echo by the size of the room. I look
forward to future work in the wide and open spaces. In the meantime, I
am more than compensated by the spatial expansions provided by
Shawn Brixey's art apparatus.
Although the actual performing space in Photon Voice was quite
small, its virtual dimensions reached from the sun to the earth, through my
body and the space I danced in, to microscropic particles visibly levitated
in a flask. For the Photon Voice installation, Shawn Brixey built his
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apparatus with the goal of encoding and transmitting via sunlight human
motion or presence and sound. The emphasis of expression in Photon
Voice was on a poetic human response to the outward universe. With
Aqua Echo, we turned inward, to concentrate on the interaction of art
apparatus which focused on real-time events occurring in the
performance space with movement imagery which travelled into the
history of human evolution.
The virtual space in which Aqua Echo took place reached from the
miniscule, i.e. one quarter of a wavelength of light, throgh the human
scale to the upper atmosphere. The audience was greeted at the
entrance to the Aqua Echo performance by the audible laser
interferometer, and within the studio space, by a series of mechanisms
which cycled water laden with memory of the performance through solid,
liquid and gaseous states. While in Photon Voice Brixey's apparatus
captured macroscopic events on a microscopic scale, Aqua Echo
magnified events of the microcosm into the macrocosm.
It would be simple to explain my role, the role of human movement,
in these collaborations as the midpoint between microscopic and
macroscopic events. This explanation, though, is too simple. Our work is
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on the infinite extension of physical events. If the through line of
universal movement is an infinite arc of space and time, human presence
is no more its center than is the presence of anything else. We are one
point on the through line of universal movement. Around every point on
that line, extending infinitely in every direction, are macroscopic and
microscopic worlds.
We are just now beginning to be able to reach into those worlds in
our immediate neighborhood of space and time, and to bring those worlds
into cultural and artistic consciousness. Where art has reached into the
past through myth and legend and into the present through
self-examination, we are now trying to reach into a future (as well as past
and present) of expansive and expanding physical reality.
Human dancing is the tale of human experience. With our puny
dimensions, we cannot signify the cosmos. With our fluidity of movement,
we cannot dance a tree. We are not horses nor the waves of an ocean.
All that remains to us is to be who and what we are, fully and
uncompromisingly human.
How, then, can human dancing associate itself with the grandeur of
an expanding universe? If dancing is the tale of human experience,
Leonardo da Vinci choreographed
a ballet "in which the entire
astronomic system was depicted
in the dance."
- Curt Sachs, World History
of Dance, p. 131.
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however expansive that experience may be, how can we address
explicitly that part of our experience which science has taught us?
Frustration is a rich lode for choreography. In Aqua Echo,
the dancers continually approach the walls that hem them in. They use
them for support or they will them to disappear. The Photon Voice
performance ended with gratuitous violence to the only support for human
viability in the performance space, a five gallon tank of water. In my
dances, we rail against our imprisonment in the strange fruit of our
physical selves.
But we also revel in our sensuality. If Photon Voice had focused only
on frustration, it would have been bitter medicine. If in Aqua Echo we had
battered ourselves against the walls, we would have shown only one side
of the picture of human life. I performed Photon Voice in the most
intensely beautiful place I had ever seen. I began, in heat over 100
degrees F, by splashing my face with water. It felt very good. The
movement in Aqua Echo is the most consistently flowing and gentle
movement I've ever choreographed. Dancing it is exhilerating yet
relaxing; it is calm and excitement bound together.
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The physical performing space for each of these dances had
practical implications for the choreography and profound implications for
relating the moving human form to the world of scientific understanding.
In Photon Voice, I knew that I had to cross and recross the mirrors behind
me in order to make the particle levitation visible. This spatial
requirement led to choreographic imagery: I ran back and forth on a
diagonal path, carrying tiny amounts of water in my hands, making a futile
attempt to give life to dust and rocks. In AquaEcho, we set up the space
so that entrances and exits occurred on a diagonal path through it. Again,
space led to imagery. Aqua Echo ends with a dancer exiting with her
back to the audience, executing a sequence of movement that devolves
from walking to crouching to crawling to slithering. The upstage exit
made it possible for the audience to view this progression from the rear;
with no facial expression to interfere with the perception, the viewer sees
simple, evolutionary states of locomotion.
The presentation of these human actions with the non-human
phenomena created by Brixey's apparatus determined the overall time
structure of these performances and the spatial relationship between
viewers, apparatus and events. The Photon Voice performance space
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was set up linearly: mirrors, dancer, receiving station. In that work, a very
small audience was invited to view the simultaneity of interlocking events:
planetary motion, human motion, particle motion. Viewers shared a
single set of headphones to hear the transmission via sunlight of David
Atherton's music and looked individually into the flask in which the
particle levitation took place. At various times, they watched the dancing
either in a small group or individually. In Aqua Echo the performance
situation was quite different: we presented that work in an urban setting,
with the expectation that the audience would be significantly larger than
that for Ehoton Voice.
This expectation led us to a more traditional viewer/event spatial
relationship, with chairs placed on two sides of the space and the
choreographic path cutting a diagonal through them. We tried to arrange
the space so that there would be no "best seat in the house." The dance
faced many directions and often operated on the periphery of the space.
Likewise, each viewer's line of sight with respect to the apparatus was
different from every other viewers. The microscope for viewing the
growth of ice crystals during the performance was available for viewing at
all times, but was used by the audience only after the dancing was over.
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Therefore, what we had planned as an opportunity for viewing another set
of interlocking events became a process over time: viewers first saw and
heard the interferometer, then saw the dance, then the apparatus and
phenomena, and then asked questions of each of us.
In these works, we have attempted to achieve a delicate balance by
challenging our audiences to try to catch it all, even if it may be impossible
to do so. After four centuries of dance displayed for passive eyes, this
challenge is difficult for audiences, but it is not insurmountable. I do not
claim that this work is easily understood or that it can be grasped in one
viewing. But I do believe that the more thoroughly we can integrate our
own separate work into truly collaborative results, the greater chance we
have of giving to our audiences two crucial insights: we are embedded in
a world of hidden and magnificent beauty; at levels which we may now
only dimly perceive, our actions count.
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VI. B. Choreographic Structure in Photon Voice & Aqua Echo
Aqua Echo is an extension of Photon Voice in many ways: it takes
the water imagery much further; it integrates sound much more
thoroughly; it compares darkness and humidity to bright sunlight and heat.
In choreographic structural terms, though, the principle difference
between Photon Voice and Aqua Echo is the number of performers.
Photon Voice was a solo for myself; Aqua Echo a quartet.
In solo work, the choreographic structure is limited to what one
person can do in a given space and time. Overlapping rhythms can be
executed by different parts of the same body, but they cannot be executed
by the body as a whole. In my solo work, I base rhythmic tension on
truncated phrasing: instead of completing a phrase, I begin the next one
where the first "should" have ended. This rhythmic overlay is the main
emphasis of my solo work.
The possibilities of spatial texture in solos are limited: advance,
retreat, move sideways or diagonally or take circuitous paths. A solo
dancer follows a path. A group of dancers weaves a three-dimensional
space.
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In my choreography, the rhythm of movement is important first and
last. As I begin to make a movement phrase, I listen carefully to its
rhythms. As I add movement to the phrase, I go back again and again to
listen to the phrase and build smooth transitions between rhythmic
patterns. Ultimately, as the dance approaches completion, I close my eyes
and listen to the entire piece. My dances are made to be sung.
Rhythmically they are closely related to scat singing.
Once the rhythms of movement phrases are established, I begin to
structure the phrases into sequences whose tempi remain variable. I
compose in modules of movement which can be ordered in any way
which maintains the integrity of the movement. Unlike Merce
Cunningham, I am not dissatisfied with the natural flow of movement. I
seek it.
It seemed obvious to me from the beginning of developing the
choreography for Aqua Echo that the structural concerns which I had
explored in the last few years were insufficient for this project. For some
time, I had been making group dances by creating a continuous phrase of
movement, teaching the whole phrase to the dancers, then fragmenting
the phrase and building structure from the fragments. This method relied
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to a great extent on repetition to make the structure apparent. I then tried
modular choreography, making no single "control phrase" but rather a
series of disconnected fragments around which I built transitions. This
method, too, involved some repetition, but less so than the previous
method.
My choreographic method for Aqua Ecbhogrew out of these
methods. Aqua Echo is structured as a series of movement modules with
internal transitions. Unlike my recent work, none of the discrete modules
is repeated during the dance. However, as in my previous work, the
modules are built on a common vocabulary of imagery. In Aqua Echo,
each module referred to human/water interaction; in Photon Voice the
modules referred to thirst and dehydration.
In Aqua Echo, there is no ABA form, no statement followed by
development, absolutely nothing structural to grasp except the visual and
aural rhythms of the dance. Like water, Aqua Echo flows. Like a river, it
keeps going by. With unlimited rehearsal time, I would have made an
Aqua Echo that went on forever, with a new audience every fifteen
minutes.
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As a control on multiple, overlapping and peripheral movement, on
this continuous flow of images, I inserted into the Aqua Echo structure
moments in which an image crystallizes long enough for a viewer to
perceive and remember it. The stops in the movement are very brief, but
they provide visual handles for the viewer, moments for the viewer to
experience the stillness of his own vision. These crystallized moments are
related to the imagery of the Baroque theatre in their calculation to delight
vision yet completely divorced from its emphasis on spectacle. When a
simple, clear human movement is embedded in a whirlwind of activity, it
stands out. With enough attention to details of timing, it is possible to
surprise an audience simply by turning one's head to look at them.
On their own, my dances require two ways of looking: active vision
when the eyes move quickly and the head turns to see what one might be
missing, and calm vision, when an image is sustained briefly. But these
dances are not performed on their own. To my two visual modes, Shawn
Brixey's apparatus adds peering vision, when one looks into the depths of
an event. Together, we aim for expanded vision, by showing our
audiences events they've never seen, both in human action and in the
events of our physical world.
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VI. C. Movement & Imagery
In 1923, the Marinsky Theatre in Leningrad produced a single
performance of a ballet by Feodor Lopoukhov entitled Tanzynfonia. The
sections of Tanznfonia were as follows: "I. Birth of light. II. Triumph of life
over death. Growth of Life (movement) out of preceding history. Ill.
Nature's awakening in the spring sun. Grand adagio. IV. Joy of existence.
Mirth of the Pithecanthropoi, or original inhabitants of our planet. Finale:
The Cosmogonic Spiral."I
Lincoln Kirstein describes the depiction of "arousing life:" "In Part I,
Andrei Lopoukhov, the choreographer's brother, strode toward the sun,
his eyes dazzled by creation. A deep pjie followed by a rise to developpe
a la seconde was used."2
This almost pathetic use of the vocabulary of classical dance points
to the necessity of developing new movement to express specific ideas.
Lopoukhov was trying to express ideas that are far removed from the
physical reality of the human body by using a vocabulary of movement
whose positions had previously been used primarily to narrate fairy tales.
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from Plate 11, Carlo Blasis, The
Code of Terpsichore, 1828,
showing plig in first position,
left, and extension ala seconde,
right.
.1
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In making dances, we cannot escape the horizontal/vertical, right/left
symmetry of the human body. The axes of the body are the foundation of
technical expertise in dance. But they are not the only possibilities for
human movement. We are equipped with a swivelling head, an
undulating spine, free shoulder joints, upper arms capable of describing
spheres, lower arms that rotate 180 degrees, wrists that rotate 360
degrees, hands capable of intricate swivellings and arcings, fleet fingers,
a pelvis that floats between spine and legs, legs capable of 90 degrees of
rotation, somewhat limited knees and lower legs, rotatable ankles,
archable and flexible feet, and toes that can be trained to lie on the floor
one at a time. This physical form, its movement capabilities, and the
neural control of these and other abilities reflect our evolutionary
progress. Our bodies are both the containers of their own history, and
active participants in shaping their future.
If Yvonne Rainer chose to break down the social barriers of
acceptable dance movement, I aim to break down its barriers of trajectory.
If the fundamentals of dance say go to point B directly from point A, I say
why not veer through point Z first?
Describing Yvonne Rainer's
Dance for 3 People and 6 Arms:
"The arms 'swim' or droop, the
hands place themselves on the
body while the dancer walks in
plie and squeaks, or the hands
clasp the ankles during bourree
steps, or the hand and head
vibrate while the rest of the
body collapses into a
squat...moving the arms as
quickly as possible and
simultaneously descending to a
prone position, as slowly as
possible..."
- Sally Banes, Democrav
Bodv. p. 52.
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Every possibility for human movement is legitimate dance material.
Undulation is just as gorgeous as developpe a la seconde, but it's harder
to see. I am posing yet another demand on my audiences: they can't see
all the dance in one viewing and now the movement isn't as readily
apparent as it could be.
The human body is a complex and fascinating mover. Its motion is
as resistant to codification as is the motion of levitating particles.
Complexity is as much the nature of human movement as it is the nature
of movement in the extraneous world.
I have tried in choreographing these dances to exclude all
recognizable movement from dance history. I have tried to start from zero:
our ideas, my body and nothing else. I have tried to achieve an innocent
form of movement which takes into account the specifics of my own
physical form: my persistently lowered right shoulder, my shorter right leg,
my long neck and arms, my deeply bending back, my strong feet and
weak left hand, my trained body and my untrained body before that.
I have tried to make movement that is only what it is. I have tried to inspire
imagination with that movement. I learn my dances as I make them; the
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dances and I engage in a cooperative venture. I guide the dance and the
dance guides me.
My choreography for Photon Voice began with two ideas:
that the dance had to be about the place in which it was to be
performed, and that it would comment on the place of
humans in that landscape. Having never been in a desert,
my first imagery was derived from that Hollywood chestnut,
"water, water." I knew I'd be thirsty. I knew it would be very
hot. I expected rocks and dust. I did not expect that the
Owens Valley would be the most eerily beautiful place I'd
ever seen.
From the first, I knew that certain restrictions were in
order: because of the heat, I couldn't move very fast for very
long; because of the window of time in which the mirrors
were focused on the sun, I couldn't move for very long at all;
because of the terrain, I had to wear shoes; because I was
afraid of dehydration, I had to have water handy. This last
was both a necessity and the fulfillment of a desire. I had
hinted at the presence of water in several of my earlier
dances; Photon Voice-gave me the chance to begin what
now seems to be a continuing fascination with human/water
interaction.
As I began to make movement for Photon Voice, I felt I
had to know something more about its location. I watched
Otto's slides. I went to the library and looked up California.
And the story I found was: water, water. I stumbled on an
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article about aquatic engineering entitled, "We Enjoy
Pushing Rivers Around." I read about Los Angeles and
concluded that the Owens Valley had been drained. I began
to savor the phrase, "kick up a little dust."
By then, the dancing was seriously underway. I had
constructed several phrases of movement, beginning with
walking up to what I had imagined to be a trough of water
and what was ultimately a 5 gallon aquarium, dipping my
hands in the water and splashing my face. I had used that
exact movement in a work I'd choreographed 3 years before.
I looked forward to the real thing.
This dance, like many others before it, did not proceed
linearly. I continued the face-splashing phrase up to the point
of a suggestion of Egyptian two-dimensionality. That
movement arrived before it occurred to me that the Egyptians
too were obsessed with water. And on it went, seeking the
thread of true movement, losing my way, backtracking and
revising. At the point when I began to be satisfied with the
movement and the imagery it was dredging up, I went back
to the beginning and started re-editing, this time with the goal
of building a rhythmic structure that made every movement
seem to be the inevitable result of its predecessor and the
proximate cause of all that followed. I splashed water, I
kicked dust, I bought the cowhand boots I'd always wanted
and found that the turns I'd choreographed were perfectly
suited to the boots and that I enjoyed being two inches taller
while dancing this dance.
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All along, I bore in mind the spatial restrictions of the
apparatus. I knew that in order to make the partice levitation
visible, I had to cross and recross the mirrors. Shawn and I
discussed their placement with respect to the movement and
decided that they'd be placed in what was for me upstage
center. This placement suggested using a diagonal path in
my choreography. The diagonal path came at a time when I
was floundering for some deeper way to use the water I'd
introduced into the space. I had splashed it on myself and
flung it toward the viewers. Keeping in mind the history of
the place, I thought, "You have to transport the water." I
didn't want to interrupt my dancing to pick up an object. I
refused to consider tools of any kind. I scooped the water in
my hands and ran a diagonal path again and again. I made
a puny little puddle and pretended to tread water in it. This
seemed to me to be the central metaphor for human/water
interaction in the Owens Valley. Our site was bordered by a
rushing stream, there's an 800 foot waterfall on Mount
Whitney, but the land supports little besides lizards and
sagebrush. The water supports LA.
- excerpt from talk presented at Sky Art Conference,
October, 1986, Center for Advanced Visual Studies, MIT.
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In Aqua Echo, I returned to water imagery. Aqua Echo is a dream of
the calm I felt only in the presence of water, coupled with an exuberance
which water environments seem to inspire in me.
The first movement I made for Aqua EcQ was for a person standing
in water. The movement was slow and luxurious, to be performed as if the
humidity were way up and steam was rising. I worked on and discarded
several early images. I made and forgot many movement sequences.
One early image I held onto, though, was drinking a glass of ice
water. This seemed crucial to me: water not only as an opportunity for
gravity-free movement, but as sustenance. I worked also on floating
images, on phrases that moved rapidly then coasted, and on phrases that
started with almost no energy and suddenly exploded into motion. I
choreographed several phrases in which swaying off the vertical axis was
central, then made a phrase for arms that passed back and forth through
vertical from a left tilt to a right tilt. I wanted this phrase to look
non-volitional, to be performed as if the currents were carrying our arms,
as if we were simply giving into motion outside ourselves.
The written Aqua Echo fantasy led directly to images included in the
dance: it was the seed for a series of actions performed in the door frame
"To disappear into deep water or
to disappear toward a far
horizon, to become a part of
depth or infinity, such is the
destiny of man that finds its
image in the destiny of water."
- Gaston Bachelard, Water
and Dreams. p. 12.
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of the adjoining studio. I became fascinated by the effect of the frame on
movement. A vertical line through a rising arc makes it seem that the arc
continues to rise after it's out of sight. I related this to a single instant in a
videotape I'd made (Have You Jumped Through Any Hoops J1986
MIT FilmNideo Section) and choreographed a brief appearance at the
doorway for each of the dancers using this principle.
From the beginning of our discussions about Aqua Echo, Shawn
Brixey and I had shared a persistent image of a container of water
suspended over the heads of the dancers. I began the performance by
climbing a ladder and blowing on the water. The concentric circles stood
as a metaphor for all the activities that followed, each of them emanating
from this simple beginning.
There were several "splash phrases" in Aqua Echo in which the
movement appeared to be a weighted down with water. We ended by
climbing down the evolutionary scale, digressing from walking to
slithering. The final image of the dance was of my lower body arcing
rapidly around the doorframe. Aqua Echo is yet another in a long series
of my dances which end with disappearance: we dance and then we're
gone.
"In its intrauterine state the
fetus seems to experience
something very close to the
oceanic ecstacy described by
Freud as a fount of religious
sensibility. The fetus is, of
course, moving. Just before
birth it is probably as alert,
perhaps even more alert, than
just after birth. It does not
seem impossible that we may
occasionally and imperfectly
remember this Edenic golden
age, when every need ... was
satisfied before it was sensed,
provided automatically by a
superbly designed life-support
sustem; and, in dim recollection
years later, describe it as being
'one with the universe'".
- Sagan, Broca's 
Bain
p. 305.
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The image of descent is directly related to Shawn Brixey's art
apparatus, which enables us to perceive events on scales at the very
depths of our perceptive capabilities. If in Aqua Echo the choreography
reached backward and forward in evolutionary time, the art apparatus
was no less far-reaching: it extended the range of art from one quarter of a
wavelength of light to the air we breathe and beyond. The effect of this
collaboration was to encourage us both to dig deeply into the materials of
our art; for me to descend to the very basic components of human
movement and for Shawn to work at the smallest possible scale in
creating visual art.
Footnotes, VI. C.
I Lincoln Kirstein, Movement and Metaphor. (New York &
Washington: Praeger) 1970, p. 219.
2 Ibid, p. 220.
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VI. D. Relationship of Choreography to Sound
Thousands of dances have denied the possibility that dance is a
fundamentally expressive rhythmic form in its own right. Choreography
has been so tied to the rhythm of music that its own forms have suffocated.
Musical rhythm and visual rhythm are two different entitites, yet it is
innately satisfying to humans to see and hear them intertwined. The ease
with which an audience can be satisfied by that intertwining has led
dance into a persisting subservient relationship with respect to music.
Every possible combination of sound to dance has been attempted
in order to change that relationship. Merce Cunningham ignores the
music, Laura Dean composes sound for her dances, Trisha Brown has
explored phase shifting in movement (in her Figure 8, 1977) and so on. In
my own work, I have choreographed to, through, with and against
pre-recorded sound, built my own collages of sound, commissioned
scores, danced in silence, talked while I danced, talked on tape and
recently, danced in the sound created by George Numrich's self-playing
instruments.
The semantic usage is important here: visual imagery happens
inside sound. (We dance in silence.) The sound which accompanies a
quoting Robert Dunn on his
"subliminal musical
accompaniment" to a Judson
Dance Theatre performance by
Judith Dunn, 1963:
"The radio was tuned to a
Spanish-speaking station and
was adjusted to stay out of the
foreground awareness of the
audience, but provide a
subliminal alerting to the small
sounds in other parts of the
building... and from the streets
around the church...and [to
draw] all this into the
experience of the dance."
- Banes, Democracy's Bodv,
p. 185.
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dance, or which co-exists with it, forms an envelope surrounding the
visual imagery. David Gordon and others have shown that the envelope
of sound is not neutral: the "meaning" of movement is intimately related to
simultaneous soundi.
Shawn Brixey's laser interferometer provided an opportunity to take
the first step toward fully integrating sound and movement which are on
an equal footing with respect to the power of their imagery. Brixey's
apparatus converts into sound the interference pattern between two
streams of photons emanating from a laser. Sound is generated by
touching a plexiglas disk on which a beam splitter and optics are
mounted. The slightest movement on the plate, even breathing, alters the
interference pattern and produces sound whose amplitude and duration
reflect the intensity of the pressure applied.
By interacting with the laser interferometer in Aqua Echo. I
composed sound by choreographing movement. During the introduction
to Aqua Echo, I breathed on the disk, I touched it, I dripped water from my
hands onto it. By those actions, a sound which exists in another form at
all times (i.e. the sound of the speed of light) is guided into the stream of
"Dancing has a continuity of its
own that need not be dependent
upon either the rise and fall of
sound, or the pitch and cry of
words."
-Cunningham, Changes., page
unnumbered.
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performance. The dance becomes not just movement, but sound, two
channels feeding into and out of each other.
As in the visual relationships between apparatus and choreography,
the sound of the laser interferometer is as much the responsibility of the
physical phenomenon as it is the dancers responsibility. This
cooperative attitude is crucial to these collaborations. My dances exist in
these works not simply as visual phenomena, but as the providers of
human empathy with phenomena on scales which we cannot normally
perceive.
Footnotes VI. D.
1 Dance in America, Beyond the Mainstream, WNET-TV,
1980, (videotape).
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VI. E. Detailed Installation Descriptions, Photon Voice and
Aqua Echo.
For the Photon Voice installation, Shawn Brixey designed and built
his apparatus with three goals in mind: to transmit sound on light, to defy
the local law of gravity, and to use light to encode human motion or
presence. The accompanying photo shows the apparatus as it was
placed on site in Lone Pine, California.
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Installation/performance view,
Photon Voice, June, 1986. Photo
by Otto Piene.
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Sound transmission of David Atherton's audiotape was
accomplished by running the tape at a subsonic amplitude on a portable
cassette system which was connected to an array of mylar-covered 2 1/2"
speakers focused on the sun (background right). As the tape played, the
sound formed a three dimensional wave pattern on the surface of the
mylar, whch modulated the light reflecting from the speakers. At a
receiving station approximately 50 feet in front of the speaker array, a
personal cassette player was available for listeners. (foreground left of
center on tripod) This player was rewired by Shawn Brixey to count
incoming photons. The listener put the headphones on, held an attached
photoelectric cell in the proper position to receive the light reflected from
the speakers, and heard the light-transmitted sound.
Local gravity was defied in a small, evacuated flask pictured in the
right foreground. In this flask were thousands of pyrolitic graphite
particles. In the center background of the photo is a large array of four
mirrors which were also focused on the sun. The light striking those
mirrors was reflected through the Fresnel lens seen also in the right
foreground, and thence into the evacuated flask. The pressure of the light
inside the flask forced the graphite particles into motion. For each particle
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that fell, another rose; for each particle that moved to the right, another
moved to the left. Brixey's laboratory experiments have demonstrated that
the particles, if left undisturbed while under light pressure, form spiral
patterns of motion.
I came into the Photon Voice installation as something of an
intruder. I danced in front of the large mirrors and the speaker array, with
the effect of altering both the music and the motion of the particles in the
flask. My intrusion spoke to the human history of the performance site,
while Shawn Brixey's art apparatus spoke to its physical reality.
While the Photon Voice installation focused on brilliant sunlight, the
Aqua Echo installation was very dark and humid. For Aqua Echo, Brixey
designed and built, in addition to the laser interferometer described
above, the following art apparatus:
I) Overhead Ripple Tank: an 8' x 4' plexiglas tank of water to a
depth of one inch, which acted as a lens to focus light through water and
into the performance space.
2) Water trough lens: an 8' curved plexiglas trough with 8" sides, lit
from one end, which acted as a light source on the floor and, through the
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motion created by dancers walking through the water, also dispersed
light into the performance space.
3) Laser light plane: a set of mirrors and optics which focused laser
light in a plane 4" above the floor of the performance space, giving the
illusion of the performer stepping into and through a pool of light and
describing detailed contours of the dancer's motion.
4) Aurora Ice Crystals: a visual phenomenon and a timing device,
which created brilliant spectral colors when dancers interfered with the
light striking it.
5) Nucleating Ice Crystals: a device in which a microscopic plane of
ice crystals was grown during each performance. This device, along with
the laser interferometer, reflected our intentions most subtly. The pattern
of crystallization results from the presence of performers and audience; it
is the sum of every environmental alteration - every exhalation, every
change in ambient temperature and so on - during the performance and
therefore a record of the performance in another, microscopic, medium.
These nucleated ice crystals were introduced into the other bodies of
water in the installation and allowed to evaporate into the atmosphere,
thus completing the pathway micro to macro via humanity.
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VII. Conclusion
I came to the Center For Advanced Visual Studies with the vague
idea that, through my work there, I might be able to find new reasons for
making dances and for dancing. Through these collaborations, I feel I
have done so.
Something has gone seriously wrong in the dance world in the last
fifteen years. While critical support for concert dancing has greatly
increased, the work supported has become increasingly conservative in
attitude and in presentation. Some of the ideas on which this thesis was
based originated with Arnold Aronson's insight' that works performed at
the 1985 Next Wave Festival in New York, while touted as avant-garde,
were actually presented in the grand operatic style of the nineteenth
century. I found this drive for the spectacular not only reprehensible in
political and social terms but also the excuse for a lot of half-baked
choreography.
I am possessed by dance and by dancing. I believe that the
invention of new forms of human movement is as urgent a need for the
future of humanity as is the invention of ever more sophisticated parallel
on the 1985 Next Wave Festival:
"...while audiences pondered the
works, looking for hints of new
ideas, new concepts of
performance, new methods of
staging, the artists evolved a
genre that is at once
backward-looking and yet may
be the hallmark of performance
in the 1980's."
-Aronson, Theatre Design
and Technolgy., Spring, 1986,
p. 9.
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processing. However, I am not willing to isolate my art-making from the
world in which I live. Science and technology play increasingly important
roles in that world, which I choose not to ignore.
Through my collaborations with Shawn Brixey, and by beginning to
learn the capabilities of the eletronic media, I have tried to place my
non-technological work within concerns which I feel are vital to guiding
our future. The central idea behind this work has been to encourage our
audiences to see our interdependence with our physical environment. If I
have given the slightest glint of that insight to anyone who has seen these
works, if I have offered to anyone the possibility that an expansive vision
might become reality, then I have done the best that dancing can do.
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Footnotes, VII.
I Arnold Aronson, "Design and the Next Wave", Theatre
Design and Technology, Spring 1986, p. 9.
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